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SIERRA SNOWPACK

Water is abundant,
so drought is over
Governor officially
ends emergency
after snow survey
By Sandeep Ravindran

sravindran@mercurynews.com

After a wet winter accentuated by last week’s storm,
it’s finally official: California’s
drought is over.
Following Wednesday’s
Sierra snow survey, Gov.
Jerry Brown announced the
end of California’s “drought
emergency.”
Then-Gov.ArnoldSchwarzenegger signed an executive
order in June 2008 proclaiming a statewide drought.
The winter’s fourth survey revealed 165 percent as
much water in the snowpack
as the April 1 average. This
survey is thought to measure
the season’s peak snow accumulation.
The Sierra snows are a
crucial source of water for
California. Officials use the
snowpack survey to forecast
the state’s water supply for
the rest of the year, and it’s
looking good so far.
“We have to go back 16
years to find as much snow
on April 1,” said Frank Gehrke, chief of the California
Cooperative Snow Surveys
Program. “It’s well above
average, and it clearly bodes
well.”
This was a weak La Niña
year, which generally indicates a relatively warm, dry
winter, Gehrke said. A dry
January and half of February
meant officials weren’t sure
the state would get enough
water, despite December’s

Healthy snowpack

The water content of the Sierra Nevada snowpack is at 165 percent of
normal for April 1, when the rainy season ends. Snowpack levels haven’t
been this healthy since 1995.
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above-average snowpack.
“It was a good pack, but
it still wouldn’t be nearly adequate,” said Gehrke.
After mid-February “the
rest was pretty wet and cold,”
he said.
The storms in March ensured that the state’s major
reservoirs had more water
than normal. And several
of the Santa Clara Valley
Water District’s reservoirs
were filled to the brim. Officials drained water from
some reservoirs before
water levels became high
enough to make the reservoirs unsafe in the event of
an earthquake.
The abundance of snowpack water means the state
estimates that it will be able
to supply two-thirds of the
water requested, compared
with half last year and less
in 2009 and 2008. It retains
some water to protect threat-
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ened and endangered fish.
And with all the snow, it’s
a great time to go skiing.
“We’ve had incredible
March snows, and the spring
skiing is phenomenal,” said
Michael Dalzell of Kirkwood
Mountain Resort near South
Lake Tahoe. The resort needs
50 more inches to break a 19year snowfall record.
Like many other Tahoe
resorts, Kirkwood will stay
open an extra week, until
May 1.
With more snow expected,
Tahoe skiing may be extended
even further, with another
resort, Alpine Meadows, already planning to operate
some lifts into mid-May.
“With an abundance of
snow, it’s certainly a different kind of spring skiing than
Californians are used to,”
Dalzell said. “If you haven’t
been skiing yet, April’s the
month.”

FEDERAL PERJURY TRIAL

Prosecution’s witness list in
Bonds trial is shrinking fast
Several will not be
called; only three
remain to testify

The city of Saratoga cut down a 55-foot-tall Italian stone pine tree on Sunday. The
tree, located at Blaney Plaza, had been slowly leaning closer into lanes of traffic on
Big Basin Way. “A part of our history is gone,” Councilwoman Jill Hunter said.

Dangerous tree cut down
Resident’s photo
alerts city officials
about the problem
By Brian Babcock

bbabcock@bayareanewsgroup.com

Saratoga resident Don
Whetstone was having a
tree cut down recently
when he noticed that there
was a dangerous issue with
a tree right across the
street.
Whetstone, an engineer
who owns and works out of
an office building on Saratoga Avenue, said one of
the Italian stone pine trees
in Blaney Plaza appeared
to be leaning further than
usual into the lane of traffic on Big Basin Way.
“It just didn’t look right
to me,” he said.
So the amateur photographer took out his camera
and photographed it. After
matching it up to a photo
he took at the same spot in

2005, he contacted city officials.
“His information was
the catalyst that initiated
the city response,” City
Manager Dave Anderson said in an email. “We
are grateful for his timely
warning,”
Whetstone went out
again the next morning, on
March 19, and took another
photo, this time noticing
that there were cracks at
the base of the tree, just
like on the tree he had
chopped down on his property. It had moved another
inch.
So that day, the city
pruned 8 tons of limbs on
the 55-foot-tall, 90-yearold tree in hopes of saving
it. The process involved
blocking off the entrance
to Saratoga Village, with
sheriff’s deputies on the
scene throughout the night
to watch over the area and
help divert traffic.

But the next day, city arborist Kate Bear and consulting arborist Ian Geddes
determined that there was
likely too much damage to
the tree’s root system for it
to be healthy enough to be
left at the plaza. So it was
cut down completely.
Numerous trucks took
large pieces of the tree to
Congress Springs Park.
“A part of our history is
gone,” said Councilwoman
Jill Hunter, who was on the
scene when the tree was
cut down. “The Village is
going to be very different.”
Mayor Howard Miller
agreed.
“It’s always sad to lose
one of our signature trees,”
he said.
Whetstone sees it differently.
“It was a losing battle,”
he said.
“I was glad to see the
city take it down before
someone got hurt.”

TRIAL SCORE CARD

By Howard Mintz

hmintz@mercurynews.com

With the Barry Bonds
perjury trial nearing the end
of its second week, federal
prosecutors have pared down
their witness list, abandoning
plans to call more baseball
players to the witness stand,
including a former San Francisco Giant who was going to
testify that Bonds told him
about using steroids.
During trial Wednesday,
prosecutors indicated that
they have only three witnesses left: Kathy Hoskins,
Bonds’ former personal
shopper; Dr. Arthur Ting,
the slugger’s former orthopedic surgeon; and Don Catlin,
a renowned anti-doping expert who tested a 2003 drug
sample from Bonds.
Noticeablyabsentfromthat
list is Bobby Estalella, a Giant
during the 2000 and 2001 seasons who, according to court
papers, would have testified
to numerous occasions when
Bonds told him about using performance-enhancing
drugs. The
prosecution
also is no longer calling
a number of
other
witnesses on its
list, including
former Giants Benito
Santiago and Bonds
A r m a n d o Former slugger
Rios, as well accused of
lying about
as
former steroid use.
BALCO vice
president
James Valente.
Valente is not a particular
surprise because virtually all
of his testimony about Bonds
and BALCO doping calendars has been barred by U.S.
District Judge Susan Illston
because it is considered hearsay without the corroboration
of Bonds’ former personal
trainer, Greg Anderson. Anderson has been jailed for refusing to testify.
But it is less clear why the
government has declined to
call Estalella and other Giants, and prosecutors declined to comment. However,
lawyers familiar with the
case say one problem may
have been marked discrepancies between Estalella’s
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Former Oakland A’s
infielder Randy Velarde
leaves the courthouse
in San Francisco on
Wednesday after testifying.
Velarde admitted to
obtaining steroids from
Barry Bonds’ trainer.
testimony before the BALCO
grand jury in 2003 and his
later testimony to the grand
jury that investigated Bonds
for perjury.
Bonds faces four counts of
perjury and one count of obstructing justice for allegedly
lying to a federal grand jury
in December 2003 about using steroids.
Former ballplayer Randy
Velarde did testify Wednesday, saying he received
steroids from Anderson,
meeting him in parking lots
during spring training in
Arizona in 2002 while with
the Oakland A’s, his last
season in the major leagues.
Velarde said the drugs
gave him more “endurance
and strength,” but he had
no firsthand knowledge of
Bonds and steroid use.
Velarde’s account was
generally similar to the three
other baseball players called
by the prosecution — former Oakland A’s star Jason
Giambi; his brother, Jeremy
Giambi; and former Giant
Marvin Benard. All three described getting steroids from
Anderson but did not testify
they knew anything about
Bonds’ steroid use.
The remainder of Wednesday’s testimony came from
current and former employees of UCLA’s Olympic Lab,
which handles a variety of
testing for doping in sports.
The lab tested a urine sample
from Bonds obtained during
baseball’s 2003 testing program, which tested positive
for “the clear,” a designer
steroid distributed through

AT BAT: A long
line of UCLA lab
workers who
were involved in
handling Bonds’
drug test, as
well as former baseball player
Randy Velarde, who admitted
getting steroids from Greg
Anderson.
HIT: Defense
lawyers, for
allowing the lab
technicians to
drone on for
hours on the
intricacies of handling a urine
sample, without asking many
questions. It probably would
have been a mistake to make
the testimony seem particularly important.
ERROR: Federal
prosecutors,
for revealing
they’ve sliced
their witness
list appreciably,
abandoning plans to call
former Giant Bobby Estalella
to the stand. Estalella was
depicted as the only former
player who would testify that
Bonds told him he was using
steroids. Now, he’s apparently not worth calling.
ON DECK: After
Bonds’ grand
jury testimony
is read to the
jurors, it will be
Dr. Arthur Ting,
Bonds’ former orthopedic
surgeon; Kathy Hoskins, his
former personal shopper;
and anti-doping expert Don
Catlin.

BALCO, the now-defunct
Peninsula lab at the heart of
the largest doping scandal in
sports history.
Prosecutors allege that the
test is key proof that Bonds
was using steroids from
BALCO and Anderson. But
defense lawyers argue that
the test only corroborates
Bonds’ grand jury testimony
that he used substances,
such as “the clear,” from Anderson, but had no idea they
were steroids.
The trial will resume
Thursday morning with the
reading of Bonds’ grand jury
testimony, which will be done
by court employees posing as
Bonds and his interrogators
in the grand jury room.
Contact Howard Mintz at
408-286-0236.
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